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Several filling schemes are under consideration for
the LHC, each leading to a different bunch train
structure.  The collision schedule is a description of
when and where the bunches encounter each other,
whether separated or head-on.  In the LHC, matters are
complicated by the large number of bunches and the
path-length differences between inner and outer arcs of
the rings.  The complexity of the problem is broken
down by computing the beam-beam equivalence
classes, i.e., sets of bunches that see identical---or
sufficiently similar---sequences of beam-beam
encounters.  This is a refinement of the classification
into “normal and “Pacman” bunches.  The analysis
generates the detailed MAD description of the
encounters in each class.  Various filling schemes will
be compared from this perspective.
1. INTRODUCTION
Although this is the “weak-strong” session of the
workshop, I shall not need to mention the beam-beam
strength parameter in this presentation. So it would
have been logical (and silly) to organise a “weak-
weak” session just for me. Moreover, with the small
exception of Figure 2, my results will come out as
exact rational numbers. Unusually in physics, I have
consumed a fair amount of computer time without
using any floating-point numbers.
Despite these two indicators that, for some, will be
suspiciously indicative of a lack of physical content, I
venture that my topic is relevant to both “weak-strong”
and “strong-strong” beam-beam effects.   Many who
have studied beam-beam effects in colliders with many
unevenly distributed bunches have realised that
working out which bunches collide and where and
when they do so is not always simple.   The full answer
to these questions has come to be known as the
collision schedule (the term seems to have been
introduced by E Keil). It is an essential preliminary to a
campaign of beam-beam studies, whether by
simulation or otherwise.
The analytical, numerical and graphical
mathematics of the problem are entirely embodied in
the medium  of Mathematica notebooks, all available at
[1].  They provide full understanding and the
empowerment to solve your own problems.   I should
also say that this write-up relies heavily on colour:  the
effort required to convey all the information in
greyscale would be disproportionate.
2. THE LHC
For purposes of working out collision schedules, the
LHC has a few complications with respect to most
other collider rings.   Indeed, I think that it has all he
complications that could be imagined in this context.
2.1 Many bunches
The nominal LHC beam has 2835 bunches.  Although
it is desirable to distribute them as evenly as possible
around the ring, this is not possible in practice because
of the need to leave a gap for the rise of the abort
kicker’s pulse.   The bunch structure also contains a
number of smaller gaps related to kickers in the
injector chain.  I shall return to this in more detail in
Section 4.
2.2 Displacement of IP8
Let us recall some basic facts (C denotes the
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Thus, for example, four evenly spaced bunches (as in
LEP), timed so that collisions would occur at IP1 (and
therefore IP2 and IP5) would not collide at IP8.
2.3 Arc-length slippage
The twin apertures of the magnets are separated
horizontally, with the beams switching from inner to
outer arcs in the common straight sections as shown in
Figure 1.  Although the overall circumference for the
two beam paths is forced to be the same by the RF
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system, the path lengths of the two beams in inner and
outer rings are different in each arc.
This layout is included in the MAD description of
the optics in the LHC optics database.  A technical
derivation of appropriate arc-length slippage functions
is given in [2] and the consequences for the collision
schedule were treated in [3].  A less technical summary
is included in [4]. I shall summarise the main
conclusions in this part of the talk.
The LAYOUT co-ordinate system is based on a
curve passing through the centres of the magnets,
between the two apertures.
For beam dynamics purposes, Beam 1 (circulating
clockwise in Figure 1) and Beam 2 (circulating
counter-clockwise) each have their own co-ordinate
systems based on a reference curve passing through the
centres of one or other magnet aperture. The
differences between the path lengths of each beam and
the LAYOUT system are given as functions )(1 sd  and
)(2 sd , shown in Figure 2.
These functions are constant in common sections
and, since their values in the arcs are immaterial, they
can be taken as continuations of the values in the
straight sections.
3. COLLISION SCHEDULES
3.1 The simplest collision schedule
The collision schedule is a description of where and
when the bunches encounter each other.  Consider the
case of a single bunch in each beam. If there is no arc-
length slippage, then it is simple to plot the positions of
Figure 1: Schematic layout of the LHC arcs







Figure 2: Arc-length slippage functions for the LHC;
)(1 sd  is shown in blue, )(2 sd  in red and the
difference and  )()( 12 sdsd − ,   in green.










Figure 3: The simplest non-trivial collision schedule
for one bunch in each beam in a ring with no arc-length
slippage.










Figure 4: Modification of Figure 3 in a ring with arc-
length slippage qualitatively similar to that of the LHC.
The vertical axis shows the positions of the bunches in
the LAYOUT co-ordinate system.
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the bunches over one revolution period.  If we take the
circumference as the unit of length and the revolution
period as the unit of time, then these are lines of unit
slope drawn inside a square. The slope can be 1± for
the two beams circulating in opposite directions. In
fact, because of the periodicity, the square is really a
means of drawing a torus: opposite edges have to be
identified.   Figure 3 shows the example of a single
bunch in each beam
For this case it is easy to see that, for bunches
starting at azimuths a and b at time 0=t , the









































which are, of course, diametrically opposite points on
the ring.
With a small arc-length slippage, as in the LHC,
these times and positions are slightly perturbed, as
shown in Figure 4.
With very mild assumptions, that are certainly
zatisfied in the LHC case, it can be shown that the










































































where we must now explicitly state that they are
expressed in the LAYOUT system.
Because of the symmetry under reflection in the
diameter joining IP1 and IP5 combined with
interchange of the two rings, resulting in the relation
[ ) ( ) ( )sdsds 21,1,0 −=∈∀ , we can deduce that:
• The interaction points do not move in the
LAYOUT system.
• However the collisions are not simultaneous
in all IPs.
Next, we must extend these results to a large
number of bunches in each beam.
3.2 Multi-bunch Collision Schedules
The classical solution is to compute the complete
collision schedule as a matrix of pairs ( )ss ~,ˆ .
As an example, consider a slippage-free machine,
with RF harmonic number 18n for some integer n. It
has beams of 4 and 3 bunches initially located at
azimuths
( )6518132191 ,,,  and ( )6518795 ,, (6)
The collision schedule is then easily found to be
(7)
In principle, this can be extended to any collider,
including arc-length slippage if necessary.  With 2835
bunches/beam in the LHC, however, there are
> 16 million potential encounters in the corresponding
collision schedule.  The matrix is not only awkward to
deal with on present computers but contains a great
deal of redundant information.
The first thing to do in order to treat the problem in
a more intelligent way is to restrict consideration to
encounters that occur in common sections (those in the
arcs, where the beams circulated in separate vacuum
chambers obviously do not matter).  This requires
different data structures and appropriate algorithms.
The necessary mathematics have been developed in the
Mathematica environment.  You can download the
notebook files implementing and explaining it from [1]
so I shall not go into further detail in this talk.
4. FILLING SCHEMES FOR LHC
Several filling schemes are currently under
consideration for the LHC.  Three of them were
defined and discussed in [4].   The main motivation for
changing the filling scheme from the one given in [5] is
the desirability of avoiding bunch-splitting operations
in the CERN PS. Since I wrote [4], two other schemes
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have come to the fore.  This talk is a good opportunity
to discuss them.  Full details on these and several other
schemes are available from [1].
4.1 LHCr, modified “Yellow Book”
It has been shown [6] that the 81-bunch trains of the
nominal scheme [5] will be 80-bunch trains in reality.
The symbolic specification2 of the “LHC” bunch train
used in [5] and [4] becomes
8 8 8 880 ¬ b ­ 9 ¬ e< ¬ 3 ­ 30 ¬ e< ¬ 11< ­
8 8 880 ¬ b ­ 9 ¬ e< ¬ 2< ­ 8119 ¬ e< < < (8)
The total number of bunches in the LHC ring is
reduced from the 2835 of [5] to 2800. Naively, this can
be translated into a modest (about 1%) reduction of
luminosity.
The initial positions of the bunches are shown in
Figure 5 (the shorter gaps in the bunch train cannot be
distinguished in the picture but it gives an idea of the
gross structure of the bunch train).
                                                          
2
 All LHC filling schemes are based on a basic bunch
spacing of 10 RF wavelengths.  This yields 3564 possible
bunch positions, some of which are empty because of the
gaps that must be left because of the rise times of the various
kickers in the injectors and the LHC itself.  The largest gap is
due to the dump kicker in the LHC ring.  In these formulas b
denotes a bunch location that is filled with a bunch while e
denotes an empty one.  The algebraic operators in formulas
like (8) correspond in a rather obvious way to repetitions and
concatenations of sequences of occupied and unoccupied
locations.  The appropriate simplification rules are explicitly
implemented in [3].
4.2 EWEnew, 72 bunches in PS
Out of several schemes based on a 72-bunch train in
the CERN PS, the one labelled EWEnew [10] can be
described by the formula
88888872¬ b­8¬e<¬ 3<­30¬e<¬2­
8872¬ b­8¬e<¬ 4­31¬e<<<¬3­ 8888872¬b­8¬e<¬3
­830¬e<<¬2­ 88872¬ b­8¬e<¬ 2­860¬ b­20¬e<<
­830¬e<<<<­881¬ e<<<
(9)
and has a total of 2796 bunches in the LHC.  It
preserves the approximate four-fold symmetry of
LHCr so that there will be almost as many collisions at
IP2 as at IP1 and IP5.  The displacement of IP8 from
the 8/7=s  point makes it less easy to see what will
happen at IP8.
4.3 Summary of filling schemes
The simplest way to compare the several candidate
filling schemes is to look at the number of bunches that
actually collide in each IP.  In fact, since the bunch
trains are the same in the two rings and should be timed
so that the corresponding bunches collide at IP1, then
all bunches will meet their partners in the other beam at
both IP1 and the diametrically opposite IP5.  However
some bunches may fail to find collision partners at IP2
and IP8.  This matters less since the beams do not in
any case collide head-on in the LHC-B experiment at
IP8 (the luminosity requirements are low).
The numbers of bunches that collide, and the
numbers that fail to find collision partners are
summarised in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively.  The
Figure 5: Initial positions of bunches in the modified
Yellow book filling scheme, LHCr. Bunches in Beam
1 are indicated as blue dots and those in Beam 2 as red.
IP1 IP2 IP5 IP8
LHC 2835 2754 2835 2652
LHCr 2800 2720 2800 2618
LHCg 2856 2319 2856 2256
LHCc 2808 2392 2808 2356
EWA 2592 2592 2592 2484
EWB 2568 2544 2568 2439
EWC 2736 2688 2736 2574
EWD 2736 2210 2736 2174
EWE 2808 2736 2808 2622
EWEnew 2796 2712 2796 2601
Table 1: Number of collisions at each IP in several
filling schemes.
IP1 IP2 IP5 IP8
LHC 0 81 0 183
LHCr 0 80 0 182
LHCg 0 537 0 600
LHCc 0 416 0 452
EWA 0 0 0 108
EWB 0 24 0 129
EWC 0 48 0 162
EWD 0 526 0 562
EWE 0 72 0 186
EWEnew 0 84 0 195
Table 2: Number of bunches that do not collide at
each IP in several filling schemes.
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full definitions of all the schemes mentioned can be
found at [1].  Some of them are also described in [4].
4.4 Including the Parasitic Encounters
The comparison in Table 1 takes no account of the
long-range, or parasitic, encounters that occur in places
other than the four IPs.  Doing so increases the
complexity considerably as indicated in Figure 6.  The
effects of the various gaps in the bunch train are
evident. Note, however that this figure gives only a
crude characterisation of the encounter sequence by
simply counting the number of encounters.
Ignoring some of the parasitic encounters, notably
those in the “symmetry-breaking straight sections”
around IP2 and IP8 simplifies this picture considerably
(see Figure 7).
A related method used in the past [7] is to make
histograms showing the number of bunches that have a
given number of encounters; for the present LHCr
scheme, this plot is shown in Figure 8.  This gives an
idea of how many bunches are “Pacman”.
5. BEAM-BEAM EQUIVALENCE
CLASSES
In this section I introduce a concept which provides a
better characterisation of the diversity of collision
sequences than plots like Figure 6.
Assuming that all bunches in Beam 2 are identical,
the bunches of Beam 1 can be divided into equivalence
classes [9] (in the standard mathematical sense).  The
equivalence relation is that of having exactly the same
sequence of beam-beam encounters.
These classes can be computed using an efficient
algorithm [9] (as a list structure in Mathematica)
although the calculations are still quite lengthy.
The equivalence classes for all the schemes of
interests have been saved as Mathematica expressions.
They are available from [1] and can be used in many
calculations. Rather than show the expressions here, I
shall show graphical representations like Figure 9.
This plot shows the equivalence classes in the order
in which they are computed.  Another insight into the
structure is provided by Figure 10, which sorts the
classes according to the number of bunches in them.  In
both cases, the “normal” bunches which see all
encounters lie to the outside.
When all the encounters near IP2 and IP8 are
ignored, the visual difference between the two types of
plot is much less apparent (Figure 11 and Figure 12).
However it is still interesting to scrutinise the details of
these plots.
Similar figures have been created for the other
filling schemes and can be viewed at [1].





Figure 6: The number of beam-beam encounters in
the complete LHC versus the location of a bunch in
Beam 1, for filling scheme LHCr.  This takes all
head-on and parasitic encounters in the four
experimental straight sections into account without
regard to the strength of their dynamical effects.








Figure 7: As Figure 6 but ignoring the parasitic








Figure 8: Histogram of the number of bunches
having a given number of encounters.  This is a
further condensation of the information in Figure 6.




It will be sufficient, although probably not necessary,
to do beam-beam simulations (to obtain footprints, etc.)
for a representative bunch from each class.  A list of
suitable bunches is generated in [9].
To set up the simulations, the Mathematica
notebooks [8] provide functions that will transform the
description of a collision sequence into the MAD
Figure 9:  Beam-beam equivalence classes for LHCr,
in natural order.  All encounters in the straight sections
are taken into account.  Each bunch in the LHC is
represented as a dot.  The angular co-ordinate is the
initial position of the bunch around the circumference.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between beam-
beam equivalence class and the radius in the plot.  To
make adjacent classes easier to distinguish they are
also coloured differently (although the colours are used
several times over at clearly distinguishable radiuses).
Here there are 171 equivalence classes.
Figure 10:  The same equivalence classes as in Figure 9
but sorted according to the population of the class.
Thus, classes containing a single bunch, of which there
are several, lie towards the centre of the plot.  (The
colours assigned to individual classes have changed
between the two plots.)
Figure 11: Beam-beam equivalence classes for LHCr
but ignoring both head-on and parasitic encounters
around IP2 and IP8.  This reduces the number of
equivalence classes from the 171 of Figure 9 or Figure
10 to 67.  The classes are shown in “natural order” as
in Figure 9.
Figure 12: The same equivalence classes as in Figure
11 but sorted according to the population of the class as
in Figure 10.
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description as a sequence of beam-beam elements
inserted in the proper positions in the two LHC rings.
This greatly simplifies an otherwise tedious and error-
prone task, taking care of:
1. The precise sequence of encounters for any
bunch of either beam.
2. The different arc-lengths and positions of the
encounters in the co-ordinate system for each
beam.
3. The values of the optical functions and beam
sizes of the opposing beam. (The optical
functions of the two rings are different in the
LHC.  In particular the β-functions are
symmetric to left and right of the IPs only
when the two planes are interchanged.)
4. The individual charges of bunches in the
opposing beam.
5. Automatic splitting of thick elements when
beam-beam elements have to be inserted inside
them.
Simulations using these automatically generated
sequences should be performed to estimate the
variation of possible beam-beam footprints in the
various candidate filling schemes.
7. CONCLUSIONS
With the nominal LHC filling scheme, there are
somewhat fewer collisions at IP2, and somewhat fewer
still at IP8, than at IP1 and IP5.
For some alternative schemes, there may be many
fewer collisions at IP2, and many fewer still at IP8,
than at IP1 and IP5. In addition the sequences of
parasitic encounters change considerably.  The
“Pacman” bunch distribution can be dramatically
changed. New tools have been made available to
manage the complexity of the collision schedule and
set up simulations.
The effects of the various filling schemes on
luminosity are now known but there is a need to
evaluate tune-footprints for various cases.
The idea of beam-beam equivalence classes is of
more than theoretical interest.  It also provides a means
to simplify the instrumentation and control of the LHC.
It would be useful, for example, to display quantities
such as the beam lifetime or beam size by equivalence
class.  This is a medium between the gross information
contained in the average lifetime and the over-detailed
information of lifetime for each of the 2835 bunches
and should be of more direct use to the operators.
In order to do this, however, the beam
instrumentation would have to provide the information
for every bunch.
Information on batches of consecutive bunches is
less obviously useful.
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